
The Army Historical Foundation is dedicated to preserving the 
250-year story of the Army because it is the story of America. We 
cannot truly understand our nation’s founding and the survival of our 
democracy without knowing the contributions and sacrifices made by 
the American Soldier since June 14, 1775.

As the Foundation to the National Museum of the 
United States Army, The Army Historical Foundation 
(AHF) takes pride in serving as the nation’s primary 
caretaker and promoter of Army history. America’s 
Soldiers are among the finest of our citizenry and 
have been instrumental in forming and protecting our 
nation. AHF continues to ask for the nation’s support 
as it plays a vital role in ensuring the mission moves 
forward and the National Army Museum remains a 
world class tribute to the American Soldier.

One year before America observes the 250th Anniversary of the  
Declaration of Independence in 2026, AHF helps lead the nation in celebrating 
the Army that made it possible. As a prelude to America’s semi-quincentennial, 
join the Foundation on the journey to commemorate the service that helped 
defend and secure our independence as we celebrate the Army’s upcoming 
250th Birthday in 2025.  

Activities Ahead
Planning is underway for two years 
of special experiences produced by 

AHF and the National Army Museum to 
commemorate the Army’s and America’s 

250th. AHF will collaborate with peer 
museums, cultural institutions, and 

education groups to take our mission 
and the Museum experience across the 

country. Save the date for these highlights 
ahead. More events will be announced 

closer to 2025 and beyond!

April 4, 2025 – Museum  Annual         
Spring Symposium

June 14, 2025- Public Opening  of          
Call to Arms Exhibit

June 14, 2025 – 250th Army           
Birthday  Festival 

Join us on the journey to 250.



PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
To learn more about being a member of the Circles 

of Distinction, please contact The Army Historical 
Foundation to learn more.

majorgifts@armyhistory.orgarmyhistory.org

As we look to the anniversary of the founding of our nation and celebrate 
an upcoming milestone birthday for our Army, AHF welcomes you to be a 
250th PATRON to support customized and inclusive programming, living 
history experiences, historic tours, and special exhibitions.   
Join us on the journey to 250, as your contribution honors two HISTORIC 
celebrations. The Foundation’s mission moves forward with your 
continued support. As a member of our latest giving society, you will 
marking 250 years of Army service by helping preserve and tellpreserve 
and tell the Army’s story for generations to come.

 
• Recognition on AHF website as 250th PATRON Sponsor.

• Feature in 250th PATRON media release for wide 
distribution and cultivated earned media opportunities.

• Donor quote and photo spotlight in AHF’s newsletter, Call 
to Duty, alongside check presentation, scheduled photo 
opportunity on site.

• Special Recognition in 2025 Special Edition of AHF’s 
Military Journal, On Point.

• Exclusive invites to AHF special events in celebration of 
the 250th Army Birthday and America’s semi-quincentennial 
programming.

Be a part of our circle.

As a 250th PATRON, your contribution 
makes you a part of the Circles 

of Distinction Wall in the Museum   
Lobby at the Three-Star Level.

• Invite to private behind the scenes Curatorial 
Showcase for upcoming new Revolutionary War 
exhibit.

• Two  tickets to the exclusive pre-opening gala for 
the Museum’s Revolutionary War exhibit opening in 
summer 2025.

• Free first-time use of Museum event space for 
after-hours events.

250th PATRON BENEFITS- $250K


